
 

Everki® Limited Lifetime Warranty 

 

Everki stands by its products and offers a Limited Lifetime Warranty on all product 

lines. Everki warrants, to the original owner, its products against defect in material 

or workmanship. Everki, at its discretion, will repair or replace a defective product. If 

the product is no longer available, Everki reserves the right to replace it with a 

similar product of equal value. This warranty does not cover incidental or 

consequential loss to personal property and does not apply to accidental damage, 

misuse, mishandling or alteration. 

 

Warranty Handling  

Customers (end customers) can claim a warranty through the following two 

methods:  

 

A. Claim to Everki: We strongly suggest our partners to guide customers to contact 

Everki Customer Care (www.everki.com) directly for any claims as this provides the 

customers with the best and fastest service.    

 

How-to:  

1. Partners guide customers to www.everki.com  

2. The customers will need to go to “Customer Service” on the upper right of the 

homepage and fill in the form and submit.  

 
 

 
3. Everki Customer Care will contact customers directly via email and provide them 

the following instructions that the customer should follow in order for Everki to 

inspect the condition of the bag.  

 

http://www.everki.com/
http://www.everki.com/


 
 

4. When Everki receives the pictures and purchasing invoice, we will inspect the bag 

and confirm whether or not the bag qualifies for the warranty and whether it will 

be repaired or replaced. 

 

B. Claim to Partners (Resellers): If the customers prefer to claim to the partners, the 

following is what customers, partners and distributors should do: 

 

How-to:  

1. If Partners receive claims from customers after the return/exchange period, 

partners need to verify ownership (invoice) whether or not the bag has a 

manufacturing defect. If so, partners can replace the product to the customers.  

2. Partners then claim to local distributor with purchasing invoice and the pictures of 

defective bag and washing labels (make sure the serial number is shown on the 

picture). For picture details please refer to the image in STEP 3 from “Claim to 

Everki”. 

3. The local distributor will issue a Credit Note to the partners after receiving the 

above documents (pictures and customer invoice).  

 

Worldwide Warranty Service: 

1. Everki provides the warranty service in the countries that we sell to. If the bag is 

entitled to be replaced, we will replace the product free of charge.  

2. If the customers move to a country where Everki hasn’t sold products yet, Everki 

can still ship to that country if the customer agrees to pay for shipping cost, 

customs and other import taxes.  


